Bringing stakeholders and public administration on board for climate change adaptation

Working Group on Adaptation, 25 September 2019, Rostock, Germany

While there has been much debate on how demanding it can be to involve stakeholders in climate action, the challenges of communicating internally within public administration become particularly apparent when planning and implementing for adaptation to climate change. In this working group meeting, we will bring both aspects together, concluding in a fruitful campfire chat.

Join us in room 215, Universitätsplatz 1, University of Rostock.

Register here.

Agenda

14:00 – 14:15 Welcome and Introduction
Katrin Jurisch, Climate Alliance

14:15 – 14:30 Update on Climate Alliance’s activities in climate adaptation
Lea Kleinenkuhnen, Climate Alliance

14:30 – 15:15 Inputs
Mannheim makes room for green - A new greening campaign
Agnes Schönfelder, city of Mannheim (DE)

Clinomics thematic adaptation platforms - Cooperating with stakeholder groups in the areas of agriculture, tourism and forestry
Helena Perxacs Motgé, province of Barcelona (ES)

Planning and implementing our adaptation concept together - Tips and challenges for involving citizens and public administration
Dagmar Kozieolek and Ilona Hartmann, city of Rostock (DE)

15:15 – 15:45 Networking break

15:45 – 16:45 Campfire Chat
Guiding Questions:

Do you have examples for effective communication with stakeholders and public administration?

Why did it work well, why did it not?
Has declaring climate emergency been helpful as a communication tool towards administration and stakeholders?

Anything else you would like to talk about?

16:45 - 17:00  **Wrap-up**  
Katrin Jurisch & Lea Kleinenkuhnen, Climate Alliance